
 

KME MCX15 PANO - COAXIAL HIGH PERFORMANCE STAGE MONITOR  

2.660,00 € tax included  
Reference: KMMCX15

KME MCX15 PANO - COAXIAL HIGH PERFORMANCE
STAGE MONITOR

Coaxial high performance monitor with low profile casing design. The design enables two set up options – with a flat angle of 35° for a
monitoring from near to short distances and a steep angle of 55° for longer distances. With its elegant optic it harmoniously fits into all
surroundings. With its solid construction and the
high protective front grid it can deal with the hard stage requirements perfectly.
The dispersion of 65° vertical and 45° horizontal has been adapted to the monitor angle and can be rotated 90°. Each, left and right
side includes a connection panel with each two Neutrik NL 4 Speakon sockets for an efficient cabeling and linking of the stage signals.
In multifunctionality the MCX sets new standards – with a highstand flange inside the handle, two K.M.E. vario fix mounting points where
you can install a flying frame quick and easy without any tools. Whether as drum fill or front system the MCX 15 can be combined with
the subwoofers QLB 215 and QLB 118X/G.

- Components: 1 x 15“ + 1,5“ Neodymium HT, coaxial
- Dispersion (h x v): 45° x 65° rotatable
- Nominal load AES / Program (Watt): 500 / 1000
- Impedance (Ohm): 8
- SPL nom / max (*dB): 98 / 125
- Frequency range: 60 Hz - 19 kHz
- Crossover frequency (Hz): 1300 Hz
- Connectors: 2 x side mounted connection panels with 2 x Speakon NL 4 each
- Special features: 2 butterfly handles four sided, 2 vario fix points, 1 x M10 thread
- Finish: PU coating (black)
- Protective grille: high protective comb grid with acoustic foam
- Protection class: IP 44
- Dimensions W/H/D (mm): 600 x 370 x 450
- Weight (kg): 26
- Application: low profile stage monitor with 3 usage angles 35° 55° 90° & integrated hight stand flange
- System extension (recommendation): Subwoofer extensions: QLB 215, QLB 118X/G
- Accessories (optional): vario fix u-bracket, M10 thread, protective cover, transport case
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